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Abstract—Voice conversion (VC) using artificial neural networks (ANNs) has shown its capability to produce better sound
quality of the converted speech than that using Gaussian mixture
model (GMM). Although ANN-based VC works reasonably well,
there is still room for further improvement. One of the promising ways is to adopt the successful techniques in statistical model-based parameter generation (SMPG), such as trajectory-based
mapping approaches that are originally designed for GMMbased VC and hidden Markov model (HMM)-based speech synthesis. This study presents a probabilistic interpretation for
ANN-based VC. In this way, ANN-based VC can easily incorporate the successful techniques in SMPG. Experimental results
demonstrate that the performance of ANN-based VC can be
effectively improved by two trajectory-based mapping techniques (maximum likelihood parameter generation (MLPG)
algorithm and maximum likelihood-based trajectory mapping
considering global variance (referred to as MLGV)), compared
to the conventional ANN-based VC with frame-based mapping
and the GMM-based VC with the MLPG algorithm. Moreover,
ANN-based VC with the trajectory-based mapping techniques
can achieve comparable performance when compared to the
state-of-the-art GMM-based VC with the MLGV algorithm.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Voice conversion (VC) is a technique that transforms a
source speaker’s voice to that of a specific target speaker [112]. The overall VC includes two parts, namely spectral and
prosody conversions. This study focuses on spectral conversion (SC). For simplicity, we use the term VC in the paper.
Numerous VC approaches [1-12] have been proposed
based on various models. Among them, Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) and artificial neural networks (ANNs) (also
known as multilayer perceptron, MLP, or feed-forward neural
networks) are two widely used models. In this study, we focus
our attention on ANN-based VC.
Previous studies [6, 7] have shown that ANN-based VC can
produce better sound quality of the converted speech when
compared with GMM-based VC. The result can be attributed
to three reasons: 1) Temporal information of acoustic features
(such as using multiple neighboring frames as features) can be
effectively used by ANN model for VC; 2) ANN is widely
believed to be good at modeling features with strong interdimensional correlation, such as spectral envelopes directly

calculated by fast Fourier transform (FFT); 3) ANN is good at
modeling complex dependencies between input and output
acoustic features by using a nonlinear mapping function. Although ANN-based VC works reasonably well, the quality of
the converted speech using ANNs is still far from that of the
natural speech, which leaves room for further improvement.
To improve the sound quality of ANN-based VC, there are
two potential directions to follow. The first direction is based
on the recent advances in the field of deep learning studies
[17, 18], such as using pre-training for better initializing the
model parameters of a neural network [17, 19] and using a
better activation function [20]. In a recent study [7], it was
found that a better initialization for the model parameters can
be achieved by layer-wise backpropagation pre-training [19],
thereby improving the conversion accuracy for ANN-based
VC. The second direction is based on introducing the successful techniques that were originally developed for statistical
model-based parameter generation (SMPG). A notable example is maximum likelihood parameter generation (MLPG)
algorithm [2, 13] for ANN-based VC [7, 8] and deep neural
network (DNN)-based speech synthesis (SS) [15, 16], with
the aim of overcoming the discontinuity problem in the conventional ANN-based parameter generation process. Moreover, the minimum generation error (MGE) training criterion
for hidden Markov model (HMM)-based SS [14] has also
been adopted for ANN-based VC [7]. In this paper, we follow
the second direction of using the successful techniques in
SMPG to improve ANN-based VC.
The key idea of the proposed method is to use an ANN directly to model the conditional probability distribution of the
target acoustic features given the source acoustic features and
estimate the model parameters (including a conditional mean
vector, associated with the parameters of the ANN, and a precision matrix) by a maximum likelihood (ML) criterion. In
this way, the proposed method can easily adopt the successful
techniques in SMPG, such as the MLPG and trajectory-based
mapping considering global variance (referred to as MLGV
[2]) algorithms, developed within a probabilistic framework.
Experimental results demonstrate that the improvement of the
converted speech can be achieved by the proposed method
with the MLPG and MLGV algorithms, compared to the conventional ANN-based VC [6] and GMM-based VC [2].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the conventional ANN-based VC [6]. Section 3
describes the proposed ANN-based VC. Section 4 presents
our experimental results. Finally, the conclusion is given in
Section 5.
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III.

PROPOSED ANN-BASED SPECTRAL CONVERSION

A.
II.

CONVENTIONAL ANN-BASED VOICE CONVERSION

In the training phase, a parallel speech corpus composed by
the source and target speakers’ speeches is first prepared. After feature extraction, a preprocessing step is performed to
time-align the spectral feature vector sequences of the source
and target speeches. Finally, an ANN is employed to construct a nonlinear mapping between the source and target feature vectors.
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Let X t and Y
t
at frame t, respectively. For a 3-layer (two hidden layers)
neural network, its mapping function is given by
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Objective Function for Training
In the proposed ANN-based VC, the objective of ANN
training is to maximize the following log-likelihood
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where Yt are the target feature vector at frame t. Typically, a
stochastic gradient descent algorithm with mini-batches is
applied to update the model parameters as

λ (τ + 1) = λ (τ ) − α ⋅

∂e
,
∂λ (τ )

(3)

where τ denotes the τ -th iteration and α is the learning rate.
The gradient ∂e / ∂λ (τ ) in (3) can be obtained by the backpropagation algorithm.
In the conversion stage, each feature vector X t of the
source speaker is transformed into the converted feature vec-

(4)

where λ ( Y| X ) is the model parameter set; X t = [ x tΤ , Δ x tΤ ]Τ and
Yt = [ y tΤ , Δy tΤ ]Τ are the 2D-dimensional source and target
feature vectors, each consisting of D static and D dynamic
(delta) features, at frame t. Here, we assume that the conditional probability density function (PDF) in (4) is modeled by
a Gaussian distribution as
P ( Yt | X t , λ ( Y | X ) ) = N ( Yt ; μt( Y | X ) , Λ (Y| X) −1 ) ,

 = ⎡ X Τ ,1⎤ Τ is composed by the source feature vector
where X
t
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and an additional value (set to one); w (1) , w (2) , and w (3) are
the weight matrices of the first, second, and third layer, respectively; and f1 , f 2 , and f 3 are the activation functions of
the first, second, and third layer, respectively. Note that the
bias vectors have been absorbed into the weight matrices.
Typically, when ANN is used for a regression problem, a nonlinear activation function (a hyperbolic tangent or logistic
sigmoid function) is used for the hidden layer (i.e., f1 and f 2
in a 3-layer ANN) while a linear activation function is used
for the output layer (i.e., f 3 in a 3-layer ANN). To train an
ANN for the regression case, the parameter set of the ANN
λ = {w (1) , w (2) , w (3) } is optimized by minimizing the follow-

1 T
∑ log P(Yt | Xt , λ (Y|X) ) ,
T t =1

(5)

where the mean vector μt( Y| X ) at frame t and the precision
matrix Λ (Y | X) (assumed to be diagonal in this work) are given
by
μ t( Y | X ) = Yˆ t = f NN ( X t ) ,

(6)

Λ (Y| X) = diag[ β (1)," , β ( d )," , β (2 D )] ,

(7)

where β (d ) is the d-th diagonal element of the precision matrix Λ (Y | X) . It is worth noting that the mean vector μt( Y| X ) is
given by the output of the ANN as shown in (6) while the
mean vector of the conditional PDF for GMM-based VC is
given by the output of a set of linear regression functions,
each for one mixture component [1-5]. As a result, the model
parameters (including the weight matrices of the ANN and the
precision matrix, i.e., λ ( Y| X ) = {w , Λ (Y| X) } ) can be estimated
by maximizing the objective function in (4). Note that if the
precision matrix Λ (Y | X) is set to an identity matrix, maximizing the proposed objective function in (4) is equivalent to
minimizing the conventional objective function in (2), when
estimating the weight matrices of the ANN.

B.

Model Parameter Optimization
Similar to the conventional ANN training process described
in Section II, the stochastic gradient accent algorithm with
mini-batches is employed to optimize the model parameters as
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where Yt (i ) and μt( Y| X ) (i ) are the i-th element of the target
feature vector and the conditional mean vector at frame t, respectively; β (i ) is the i-th diagonal element of the precision
matrix Λ (Y | X) . μt( Y| X ) (i ) can be calculated by (6).
The error of a hidden layer δ i( k ) (for k = 1 ~ ( K − 1) ) is given
by
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Finally, by applying the partial derivative on Lt with re-
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the output of the j-th node in the ( k − 1) -th layer; and f k (⋅) is
the activation function of the k-th layer. In this work, a logistic sigmoid function and a linear function are used for the
hidden and output layers, respectively, and they are given by

f k (θ ) =

1
, for k = 1 ~ ( K -1) ,
1 + exp(−θ )

f k (θ ) = θ , for k = K ,

(12)

where K is the number of layers in the ANN. By defining δ i( k )
(referred to as error in the neural networks literature) as

δ i( k ) ≡

spect to the precision β (d ) (for d = 1 ~ 2 D ), we have
2
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Parameter Generation
It has been noted that the conventional ANN-based VC [6]
still suffers from two major problems, namely, the discontinuity problem and the over-smoothing problem. To handle these
two problems, we propose to adopt the MLPG and MLGV for
ANN-based VC.
1) MLPG Algorithm: The aim of the MLPG algorithm is to
tackle the discontinuity problem existing in frame-based conversion by performing trajectory-based conversion with the
dynamic-feature constraint. The MLPG algorithm for the proposed method is given by

C.

yˆ = arg max P ( Y | X, λ ( Y| X ) ), s.t. Y = My ,

(14)

The error of the output layer δ i( k ) (for k = K , and
i = 1 ~ 2 D ) is given by
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(17)

Note that, in the implementation, we optimize the β (d ) in the
logarithm domain in order to keep the precision matrix positive definite. Moreover, the initial value of β (d ) is set to the
target speaker’s precision.

(9) can be rewritten as
∂Lt
= δ i( k ) ⋅ z (jk −1) .
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where M in (18) is a weighting matrix for appending the dynamic features to the static ones [2]. The solution of (18) is as
follows
yˆ = (M Τ U ( Y| X ) M ) −1 M Τ U ( Y | X ) E ( Y | X ) ,
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| X)
The mean vector μt( Y| X ) and precision matrix Λ (Y
of the
t
conditional PDF can be calculated by (6) and (7), respectively.
It is noted that the MLPG algorithm has been employed in

ANN-based VC in [7] and [8]. We adopt different ways to
estimate μt( Y| X ) (associated with the weight matrices of the
| X)
ANN) and the precision matrix Λ (Y
. We optimize μt( Y| X ) by
t
maximizing a log-likelihood function in (4), while [8] used
the conventional objective function in (2) and [7] used a sequence error criterion. Moreover, both previous studies ([7]
| X)
simply from
and [8]) approximated the precision matrix Λ (Y
t
the target speaker’s variance, while we estimate it using a ML
criterion as shown in (7) and (17).
2) MLGV Algorithm: The aim of the MLGV algorithm is to
overcome the over-smoothing problem existing in SMPG by
performing trajectory-based conversion with global variance
(GV). The log-scaled likelihood function of the MLGV algorithm is given by

L( MLGV ) = ω ⋅ log P(Y | X, λ ( Y|X) ) + log P(v(y ) | λ (v ) ) ,

(22)

where the power weight ω controls the balance between the
two log-likelihoods; v ( y ) = [v (1)," , v ( d )," , v ( D )]Τ is a GV
vector of the target static feature sequence calculated in an
utterance by utterance manner as
2
1 T
∑ ( ( yt (d ) − y(d ) ) ) ,
T t =1
1 T
y(d ) = ∑ yt (d ) ,
T t =1

v( d ) =

(23)
(24)

where v(d ) is the GV of the d-th dimension; and v(y ) is
modeled by a single Gaussian as
P (v ( y ) | λ ( v ) ) = N (v ( y ); μ v , Σ ( vv ) ) .

(25)

The mean vector μ v and the covariance matrix Σ ( vv ) of the
GV probability density function can be obtained using the
GVs of the target feature sequences calculated from individual utterances in the training data. Finally, the converted static
feature sequence can be obtained by maximizing the objective
function in (22). Because there is no closed form solution, a
gradient-based approach is typically applied as described in
[2]. We omit the derivation of the gradient ∂L( MLGV ) / ∂y because it is very similar to that given by [2].
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A.

Experimental Setup

In our experiments, a parallel Mandarin speech corpus
composed by two speakers (one female and one male) was
prepared for evaluating the proposed methods. Eighty parallel
sentences were selected from both speakers. Among the 80
sentences, 40 sentences were used to establish the conversion
system and the remaining 40 sentences were used for evaluation. Speech signals were firstly recorded in a 20kHz sampling rate, and then down-sampled to 16kHz. The resolution

per sample was 16 bits. The spectral features were the first
through 24 Mel-cepstral coefficients (MCCs). The
STRAIGHT toolkit [23] was employed for parameter extraction and speech synthesis. A dynamic time warping (DTW)
algorithm is performed within each syllable boundary to perform time-alignment on the MCC sequences of the source and
target speakers. The following five VC systems were constructed for evaluation:
z GMM+MLPG (baseline): Conventional GMM-based
VC using the MLPG algorithm [2]. The number of mixture components was set to 64, which yielded the best
performance on the test set using the measurement of
conversion accuracy (described in the following section);
static and delta features were used for constructing the
system. We use the same setting as described in [5].
z GMM+MLGV (baseline): The system is based on
GMM+MLPG, where the MLGV algorithm [2] was additionally involved in parameter generation.
z ANN (baseline): Conventional ANN-based VC [6]. We
used a 4-layer ANN (consisting of three hidden layers,
and 250 nodes in each hidden layer) architecture; a logistic sigmoid function and a linear function were used
for the hidden and output layers, respectively. Static and
delta features were used for constructing the system.
z ANN+MLPG (proposed): The system is based on
ANN-based VC using the MLPG algorithm. The architecture, activation functions, and features used for constructing the system are the same as those of ANN.
z ANN+MLGV (proposed): The system is based on
ANN+MLPG, where the MLGV algorithm was additionally involved in parameter generation.
For the conventional and proposed system (ANN,
ANN+MLPG), the setting of the architecture of an ANN (described above) was based on which architectures would give
the best performance in terms of the conversion accuracy.
Other settings for training an ANN include using random initialization for the weights (drawn from a zero-mean normal
distribution with standard deviation 0.1), normalizing the input and output features to have zero-mean unit-variance, setting the constant learning rate to as 0.01, using the momentum
method to speed up learning, and using the conventional regularization methods to avoid over-fitting such as weight decay
and early stopping. The size of mini-batches for stochastic
gradient descent algorithm was set to 110. We reported both
the objective and subjective evaluation results on the female
to male VC task.
B.

Objective Evaluations

In the objective tests, we evaluate the VC systems with the
converison accuray and the degree of the over-smoothing of
the converted Mel-cepstra.
1) Conversion Accuracy: To evaluate the conversion accuracy, we used the Mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) to compute
the difference of the target and converted Mel-cepstra in the
evaluation set, which is given by

TABLE I
Conversion accuracy of the five VC systems. The MCD before the conversion is 9.37 dB.

Method

GMM+
MLPG

ANN

ANN+
MLPG

GMM+
MLGV

ANN+
MLGV

MCD
[dB]

5.12

5.08

5.05

5.67

5.48

Fig. 2: Example trajectories of MCC features converted by the proposed ANN-based VCs.

Fig. 1: The means of GV of the converted Mel-cepstra over all test
utterances.

DMCD ( yt , yˆt ) [dB] =

D
10
2∑ ( yt (d ) − yˆ t (d ))2 ,
ln10 d =1

(26)

where yt and yˆt are the target and converted static feature
vectors at frame t, respectively. A lower MCD value indicates
a more accurate conversion. Table 1 shows the MCD results
of the five VC systems.
From Table 1, we first note that when GV is not involved
in parameter generation, both the two ANN-based VC methods (ANN+MLPG and ANN) give lower MCD values when
compared to GMM-based VC (GMM+MLPG). On the other
hand, when GV is involved in parameter generation, ANNbased VC (ANN+MLGV) achieves a significant lower MCD
value than GMM-based VC (GMM+MLGV). This set of results suggests that ANN-based VC can achieve better conversion accuracy than GMM-based VC with and without involving GVs in the parameter generation process.
Next, when comparing the two ANN-based VC systems
with and without the MLPG algorithm, we noticed that
ANN+MLPG gives a slightly lower MCD value than ANN.
The improvement of conversion accuracy reveals the potential
advantage of involving the trajectory-based conversion (the
MLPG algorithm) over the conventional frame-based conversion. A similar trend has been reported in a previous study [7].
It is also noted that ANN+MLGV and GMM+MLGV give
higher MCD values than ANN+MLPG and GMM+MLPG,
respectively, suggesting that by involving GV in parameter
generation, the conversion accuracy may decrease, thereby
degrading the quality of the converted speech. Notably, previous studies have shown that the MCD values may not per-

Fig. 3: Subjective test results of the speech converted by ANN+MLGV,
ANN+MLPG, and GMM+MLGV. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
intervals. “Target” shown in the speech quality evaluation denotes the
analysis-synthesized target speech.

fectly reflect the real subjective evaluation results when introducing the GV for parameter generation [2, 5, 21]. Similar
results are also observed in this study, which will be shown
later in the subjective test.
2) Degree of the Over-Smoothing: To evaluate the degree
of the over-smoothing of the converted Mel-cepstra, we
adopted the GV measurement, computed by (23)-(24), with
the speech data from the evaluation set. Fig. 1 shows GV
measurements of the converted Mel-cepstra provided by the
five VC systems and the natural Mel-cepstra of the target
speech (referred to as the Target GV hereafter).
From Fig. 1, it is easily noted that the GV measurements of
GMM+MLGV are clearly larger than GMM+MLPG, and
ANN+MLGV are also notably larger than ANN and
ANN+MLPG, in particular for higher order Mel-cepstra.
Meanwhile, the GV measurements of both GMM+MLGV and
ANN+MLGV are rather close to Target GV. This set of results implies that the converted Mel-cepstra obtained by the
three systems without using GV (GMM+MLPG, ANN, and
ANN+MLPG) are overly smoothed, and the other two VC
systems using GV (GMM+MLGV and ANN+MLGV) can
effectively alleviate the over-smoothing problem.
As a reference, Fig. 2 demonstrates the trajectories of the
6th , 12th , and 24th MCCs of a speech utterance generated by
the proposed ANN+MLPG and ANN+MLGV (without and

with involving GVs in mappings, respectively). From Fig. 2,
we can observe that the MCC features generated by
ANN+MLPG present over-smoothed trajectories while
ANN+MLGV compensates such over-smoothing effect by
effectively enhancing the dynamic range of the trajectory
movements closer to match that of target trajectory counterparts, particularly for higher order Mel-cepstra.
C.

Subjective Evaluations

In our preliminary experiments, we found that the oversmoothing effect for the three VC systems without using GV
(ANN, ANN+MLGV, and GMM+MLPG) severely degrades
the quality of converted speech. Moreover, the advantage of
using the MLPG algorithm for NN-based speech parameter
generation has already been reported in previous studies ([7-9]
and [15, 16]); similar trends are also observed in our preliminary experiments. Thus in the following discussion, we focus
on evaluating the effectiveness of using GV for the proposed
method.
We conducted a formal listening test to evaluate the speech
quality and speaker individuality of the converted speech. The
mean opinion score (MOS) method was performed for the
analysis-synthesized target speech and the following three VC
systems, namely, two VC systems using GVs for mappings
(ANN+MLGV and GMM+MLGV) and one VC system without using GV for mapping (ANN+MLPG, which achieves the
best conversion accuracy as shown in Table1). Twenty test
sentences were randomly chosen from the test set and presented in a random order to eight subjects. Since this study
focuses on spectral conversion, a simple linear transformation
method [2] was used for F0 conversion for all of the VC systems. Fig. 3 shows the MOS test result.
From Fig. 3, we first note that ANN+MLGV yields a significant gain on both the speech quality and speaker individuality tests over ANN+MLPG. This result indicates that the
MLGV algorithm can effectively alleviate the over-smoothing
effect, thereby improving the quality of converted speech.
Notably, although ANN+MLGV outperforms ANN+MLPG in
terms of MOS results, the conversion accuracy achieved by
ANN+MLGV is worse than that by ANN+MLPG (see Table
1). Similar trends were also noted in previous studies of
GMM- and HMM-based speech parameter generations [2, 5,
21]. We also note that GMM+MLGV outperforms
ANN+MLPG, even though ANN+MLPG yields higher conversion accuracy than GMM+MLGV (see Table 1), again
confirming the effectiveness of using GV for overcoming the
over-smoothing problem.
Finally, when comparing the two GV-based VC systems,
we can see that ANN+MLGV is as good as GMM+MLGV.
Although ANN+MLGV yields a better average mean score in
speech quality test, the result is not significant (p value of ttest > 0.05). For a further analysis, it is interesting to note
that the converted speech by ANN+MLGV sounds slightly
clear and bright then that of GMM+MLGV according to the
responses of the subjects. This may be attributed by that
ANN+MLGV yields a better conversion accuracy than
GMM+MLGV (see Table 1). Based on this observation, it is

potentially to further improve the ANN-based VC with the
MLGV algorithm by using context features (in order to
achieve a better conversion accuracy) rather than dynamic
features as reported by [6].
V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a probabilistic interpretation
for ANN-based VC. The major advantage of the proposed
interpretation is that the successful techniques that were originally derived for SMPG can be suitably incorporated into the
ANN-based VC system. The experimental results from both
objective and subjective evaluations demonstrate that ANNbased VC with trajectory-based mapping techniques outperforms conventional ANN-based VC and provides comparable
performance to GMM-based VC with the MLGV algorithm
[2]. In the future, we will first work on expanding the developed ANN-based VC systems by incorporating advanced
deep learning techniques. Moreover, it is noted that the probabilistic model for the proposed ANN-based VC may encounter an inconsistence between training and conversion when
using a dynamic-feature constraint; such inconsistence can
degrade the quality of converted speech [3, 4, 22]. Therefore,
we will also explore suitable trajectory models for the proposed ANN-based VC.
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